Family Fun During COVID-19
We love you and we are here to support you. As we begin a new month, we are thinking of you and continuing to pray for your strength and perseverance. You are doing a
great job! We will continue to send fun activities for your family during the month of
May, and we hope they will bring joy and meaningful memories in this unusual time.

This week, we hope you’re able to spend some time outside in the warm weather to
enjoy the chalk together. On the other side of this worksheet, you’ll find several creative
ideas for games and activities so you can make the fun last even longer!

Visit thornwell.org/coronavirus-resources for
more resources and activities
864.938.2100
Toll Free: 888.310.9387
Local:

Thornwell.org

Chalk Activity Ideas
Four Square: Draw up a game of four square (2 square works great for little ones and
smaller groups!). Keep the rules simple:
• Hit the ball underhanded
• One bounce in your square before you hit it back
• If the ball hits an inside line, it’s out, if it hits an outside line,
it’s in.
• if you miss the ball or hit it out of bounds, you’re out!
Practice ‘ask first’: server has to check that everyone is ready before serving!
Letterland: Help kids draw large letters on the sidewalk.
• Challenge them to a game of stop and go: when you say ‘go’, kids move around and
land on a letter when you say “stop”. Have kids call out the letter and think of a word that
starts with that letter
• Challenge kids to do a different movement based on the letter that they landed on (Clap
on C, Jump on J, Elbows in the air on E, etc). Work together to figure out a movement to
go with each letter
• Call out a letter and challenge kids to find the letter and stand on it! (more than one
person can land on the letter!)
• Challenge kids to find rocks, leaves, grass, etc to ‘trace’ the letters by
covering them up.
Maze: Draw a big chalk maze. Challenge kids to move through the maze in different
ways—crawling, hopping on one foot, pushing a toy truck, closing their eyes and listening
to directions from others.
Mosaic: Use tape to create a pattern of shapes. Have kids color over the whole area.
Remove the tape and look at your beautiful creation!
No driveway/sidewalk? Supervise your child while they decorate the tires of their bike or
the tires of the family car! Trace each others’ outline on a brick wall and spray with water
when you are finished! Write friendly and hopeful messages on your wooden fence—invite neighbors to leave their own encouraging messages when they walk by!
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